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Abstract
The embodied view of semantic processing holds that readers achieve reading comprehen-
sion through mental simulation of the objects and events described in the narrative.
However, it remains unclear whether and how the encoding of linguistic factors in narrative
descriptions impacts narrative semantic processing. This study aims to explore this issue
under the narrative context with and without perspective shift, which is an important and
common linguistic factor in narratives. A sentence-picture verification paradigm combined
with eye-tracking measures was used to explore the issue. The results showed that (1) the
inter-role perspective shift made the participants’ to evenly allocate their first fixation to
different elements in the scene following the new perspective; (2) the internal–external
perspective shift increased the participants’ total fixation count when they read the sentence
with the perspective shift; (3) the scene detail depicted in the picture did not influence the
process of narrative semantic processing. These results suggest that perspective shift can
disrupt the coherence of situation model and increase the cognitive load of readers during
reading. Moreover, scene detail could not be constructed by readers in natural narrative
reading.

Keywords: eye-tracking; narrative perspective shift; scene detail; semantic processing; sentence-picture
verification task

1. Introduction
Semantic processing is crucial in reading comprehension. Many previous studies
advocate the embodied view of semantic processing and believe that semantic
processing involves readers’ sensorimotor system (Barsalou, 2008; Dam et al.,
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2010; García et al., 2019; Phillips et al., 2012; Zwaan, 2016). Along with this view,
mental simulation theory further proposes that readers can automatically or sub-
consciously simulate the textual descriptions during semantic processing in natural
reading (Mak, 2022; Mak & Willems, 2021; Zwaan, 2009). For example, narrative
comprehension studies have found that readers obtain the meaning of narrative texts
through automatically simulating the objects’ physical features (e.g., orientation,
shape and color) and the characters’ visual perspectives, actions and emotions
depicted in narratives (Brunyé et al., 2011; Ditman et al., 2010; Mak & Willems,
2019; Zwaan & Pecher, 2012). This strand of studies demonstrates that the mental
simulation automatically elicited by textual descriptions contributes to readers’
semantic processing of the text.

Textual descriptions are commonly composed of linguistic factors. Discourse
researchers and linguists have long proposed that linguistic factors could influence
readers’ semantic processing and reading comprehension (Gernsbacher, 1997;
Givón, 1992; McNamara & Magliano, 2009; Morrow, 1986). For example, the
structure-building model (Gernsbacher, 1997) and event-indexing model (Zwaan
et al., 1995) suggest that narrative linguistic information such as referents, time,
location and causality affect readers’ coherent mental representations or simulations
of narrative content. McNamara and Magliano (2009) also believe that the linguistic
features that denote referential cohesion (i.e., the amount of explicit overlap of
referents, concepts and ideas between adjacent sentences or paragraphs in a text;
e.g., two adjacent sentences with the same subject have high referential cohesion) and
situational cohesion (i.e., the semantic connections of two events in terms of five
dimensions about time, space, entity, causality and goals; e.g., two events with the
same actor and happened in the same period have high situational cohesion) will
affect the coherence of readers’ mental representations about the protagonists, their
goals and the objects they interact with, as well as the spatial locations and temporal
information they interact (i.e., situation model construction) (Bailey et al., 2017;
Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998).

Another series of studies on event segmentation provides insights into the
relationship between linguistic factors and semantic processing. Event segmentation
researchers found that individuals’ understanding and memory of continuous infor-
mation such as narrative content is achieved by spontaneously parsing it into discrete,
meaningful events (Radvansky & Zacks, 2017; Shin & DuBrow, 2021). An effective
process of event segmentation is beneficial to individuals’ understanding and mem-
ory of continuous information (Flores et al., 2017; Zacks et al., 2009). Event segmen-
tation is based on top-down conceptual factors (e.g., comprehenders’ goal,
perspective, context knowledge or attentional focus) and bottom-up sensory factors
(e.g., perceptual change of the object in narrative situation) (Bestgen & Vonk, 2000;
Mariola et al., 2022; Zacks & Swallow, 2007). For example, comprehends will segment
continuous narrative information in a storybook or film into discrete units based on
their orientated attention to the perceptual change occurred in the aspects of
character, space or time in the narrative (Bailey et al., 2017; Zacks et al., 2009).
However, readers’ event segmentation should be more heavily driven by bottom-up
factors than top-down factors (Newberry & Bailey, 2019). Therefore, narrative-based
bottom-up factors such as perceptual cuesmanipulated through linguistic devices are
critical in event segmentation. In other words, the perceptual changes in mental
simulation of linguistically depicted situational features could influence event
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segmentation, which in turn influences the understanding and memory of narrative
content.

To sum up, both the studies of situation model and event segmentation indicate
the importance of linguistic factors in semantic processing. However, it remains
unclear how the encoding of linguistic factors affects online dynamic semantic
processing in natural reading. Additionally, narrative scene elements and details
are crucial for semantic processing, as readers may mentally simulate these contents
to construct a situation model. Previous situation model studies mainly explored the
representation of explicitly introduced situation elements (e.g., time and space)
during situation model construction (McNamara & Magliano, 2009), but it is not
clear whether scene details not mentioned in narrative texts could be represented in
the situation model by readers. The present study aims to fill these gaps under the
narrative context with and without perspective shift, which is an important and
common linguistic factor in narrative works such as literary fiction andmay influence
the coherence of situation model construction in narrative semantic processing. In
particular, Chinese narrative text will be used to explore these issues since most
previous studies regarding narrative perspective shift were conducted in alphabetic
languages such as English, and little is known under non-alphabetic languages such
as Chinese.

1.1. Encoding of the shifts in narrative perspective in reading

Narrative perspective is a basic linguistic component of narrative works as it deter-
mines how a narration is presented to readers (Miall & Kuiken, 2001; Rall & Harris,
2000). It is like a ‘window’ through which readers could ‘see’ and ‘hear’ the events
happened in the narrative and track the progress of the narrative. Graesser et al.
(2001) believe that readers will follow the perspectives of characters (i.e., perspective-
taking, such as what characters do and feel) to construct and update the world of the
narrative during natural reading. These thoughts were validated in previous empir-
ical studies, which found that narrative perspective plays an important role in
narrative engagement and reading comprehension (Brunyé et al., 2016; Child
et al., 2018; Samur et al., 2021). For example, studies using personal pronouns as
the indicator of narrative perspective showed that compared with the third-person
pronouns (‘he/she/they’) that induced an external or observer’s perspective of
readers, the first- (‘I/we’) and second-person pronouns (‘you’) allowed readers to
simulate the narrative world from an internal/actor’s perspective, thus contributing
more to readers’ narrative comprehension and engagement in reading (Brunyé et al.,
2016; Butler et al., 2016; Child et al., 2018; Ditman et al., 2010; Hartung et al., 2016;
Samur et al., 2021).

Multiple narrative perspectives are typically found in narratives, with perspective
shift occurring when the narrative changes from one viewpoint to another (Jin & Liu,
2023). Two types of perspective shifts have been proposed by previous studies. The
first is the shift between internal and external perspectives (Millis, 1995). For
example, ‘Tom (external perspective) is washing dishes in the kitchen when he
mutters to himself, “I’ll (internal perspective) go for a video game after the dishes
are done”’. In this example, the first clause described Tom’s washing behavior from a
third-person external perspective, while the second clause shifted to Tom’s first-
person internal perspective that described his conscious thought. In this example,
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direct speech was used to manipulate the internal–external perspective shift. An
internal–external perspective shift occurs when a direct speech is suddenly used in a
third-person external narration, and the indirect speech would keep the original
third-person external perspective consistent (Millis, 1995). The second type is the
shift between two characters, that is, the inter-role perspective shift. An inter-role
perspective shift could occur even when the third-person external perspective is used
throughout the narrative (Black et al., 1979). For example, ‘Tom (Tom’s perspective) is
washing dishes in the kitchen when his mother goes into (mother’s perspective) the
kitchen’. In this example, although Tom and his mother were both described from a
third-person external perspective, the verb ‘go’ (vs. ‘come’) would elicit a perspective
shift from Tom to his mother in readers’mind (vs. consistent to Tom’s perspective)
(Black et al., 1979). Therefore, the verb phrase ‘go into’ is used tomanipulate an inter-
role perspective shift, and the verb phrase ‘come into’ will keep the perspective
consistent (Black et al., 1979). Previous studies suggested that information of both
internal–external and inter-role perspective shift could be successfully encoded by
readers in reading, though this process usually demanded more cognitive effort than
that for a consistent perspective (Black et al., 1979; Cui, 2017; Jin & Liu, 2023; Millis,
1995; Schmid & Baccino, 2002).

1.2. Perspective shift, situation model’s coherence and semantic processing

Many reading comprehension theories believe that the construction of a coherent
situation model is a prerequisite for obtaining narrative semantics and thus reading
comprehension (McNamara & Magliano, 2009). The encoding of the perspective
shift should bring difficulties to the construction of a coherent situation model in
natural reading, which may not be conducive to semantic processing.

Perspective shift encoding studies provide the indirect evidence that perspective
shift impedes the coherence of situationmodel construction. These studies found that
readers experienced greater difficulties and consumed more cognitive resources in
comprehending text with shifted perspective than that with consistent perspective.
For instance, Black et al. (1979) compared readers’ representations of semantic
coherence of English narratives with inter-role shifted and consistent perspectives.
They found that the participants read the sentences with shifted perspectives more
slowly, made more errors when recalling them and subjectively rated them as more
difficult to understand, compared with that of the consistent perspective sentences.
Following Black et al.’s (1979) study, some Western researchers further investigated
the memory processing of perspective shift in children and found a similar recalling
effect (Rall & Harris, 2000; Ziegler et al., 2005). A recent study by Jin and Liu (2023)
explored whether the processing of inter-role perspective shifts in Chinese narratives
affect readers’ attentional focus. They used a dual-task paradigm (i.e., pressing keys to
identify auditory tones [the secondary task] while reading Chinese narrative para-
graphs [the primary task]) to investigate this question and found that the participants
spent more attentional resources on the encoding of shifted than consistent perspec-
tive. Moreover, the cognitive demanding features of the perspective shift were also
found in literary reading. For example, Millis (1995) used a rereading paradigm to
investigate whether perspective shift would be encoded by readers in English literary
reading. He found that the participants spent more time reading literary narratives
with internal–external perspective shift during the first-round reading, but not the
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second round. Millis (1995) explained that this was because the information of the
perspective shift had already been successfully encoded by the participants from the
first-round reading, resulting in less time in processing in the second round.

Overall, previous findings suggest that the encoding of perspective shift brings
difficulties and consumes cognitive resources for readers to construct a coherent
situation model. The shifts in perspective require readers to simulate the narrative
content from a new perspective, which breaks the coherence of themental simulation
from the original perspective. In order to keep the coherence of situation model, we
speculate that readers should spend more attentional resources on the semantic
processing of the text after perspective shift; readers may also need to reallocate their
attention to various elements in situation model following the new perspective, to
effectively integrate the information from the new perspective into the existed
situation model.

1.3. The details of situation model construction during semantic processing

Will any scene details not explicitly mentioned in a sentence be mentally imagined
and incorporated into situation model during sentence semantic processing? If yes,
how the scene details in situation model influence semantic processing? These
questions have long existed in the study of text and discourse comprehension, but
surprisingly few studies have empirically investigated them. Kintsch (1988) believes
that readers’ situation model construction involves generating inferences that lead to
the incorporation of relevant background knowledge into mental representation
(McNamara &Magliano, 2009). According to this view, the situation model includes
all inferences that go beyond the concepts that are explicitly mentioned in the text
(McNamara &Magliano, 2009). For example, when reading the sentence ‘Xiao Fang
was cooking in the kitchen’, the readers may imagine the not-mentioned details such
as pot, bowl and range hood of the given concept ‘kitchen’, in order to represent the
semantics of the sentence. However, Zwaan and Radvansky (1998) believe that
situation model construction is conducted in a rather fast and abstract way, without
any concrete details (Marschark & Cornoldi, 1991). As can be seen, previous theories
have no clear conclusions about whether readers construct the details of the scene in
situation model. We attempt to explore this issue in the current study.

The detail construction in the situation model may not be ‘all-or-nothing’.
Conversely, detail construction may be dynamic and constrained by factors such
as the importance of the detail to the coherence of situation model, as well as the
availability of readers’ cognitive resources. These possibilities are supported in some
indirect evidence. For example, Sundermeier et al. (2005) found that readers did not
encode the location of the object in a narrative unless the location information was
important to build causal coherence of the narrative. Additionally, several studies on
narrative memory found that individuals could encode gist (e.g., protagonist) and
peripheral detail (e.g., scene details) information of the narrative into situation
model, but the detail information fades faster (Adams et al., 1997; Sekeres et al.,
2016). This is because fewer cognitive resources were spent on detail information
since it was less important compared with gist information in narrative processing
(Adams et al., 1997; Sekeres et al., 2016). In this light, gist information could be
processed and stored at a deeper level than scene details not explicitly mentioned by
the text. In natural reading, when a new gist information (e.g., a new perspective or a
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new person) is presented, readers may prioritize the processing of this new gist
information because it is more important to the coherence of situation model than
scene details (at least in our text materials). As such, readers will focus their cognitive
resources on the processing of the new gist information and thus less cognitive
resources for the construction of scene details, resulting in unsuccessful construction
of scene details. In sum, we assume that detail construction could be limited by the
representation of new gist information such as a perspective shift.

1.4. Overview of the current study

The current study aims to investigate whether and how perspective shift and scene
detail may influence Chinese readers’ semantic processing during natural reading.
Following the above literature review, we assume that perspective shift should break
the coherence of situation model during semantic processing. Additionally, we
assume that readers will construct scene details in situation model, but a new gist
information such as a new perspective or a new person depicted in the text will hinder
this process.

2. The rationale for the methodology
Sentence-picture verification (SPV) task and eye-tracking measures were combined
to test the aforementioned assumptions. In the following section, we will explain why
these two methods are a good fit for probing semantic processing during natural
reading and how they work.

2.1. SPV task

SPV paradigm has been broadly used to investigate semantic processing features of
the object (Yaxley & Zwaan, 2007; Zwaan et al., 2002) and the event (Brunyé et al.,
2016; Just & Carpenter, 1971) depicted in single sentence. SPV paradigm is effective
in assessing semantic representation of sentence because readers’ response to the
picture is made primarily based on their correct representation of sentence semantics
(Carpenter & Just, 1972). Specifically, in a SPV task, participants were asked to judge
whether the picture matched the semantic context of the sentence they just read. As
such, participants should process the picture and then make a response based on the
semantic information (e.g., perspective shift and scene detail) they just obtained in
the previous sentence (Brunyé et al., 2016; Carpenter & Just, 1972; Chen et al., 2008).
Reaction times (RTs) and response accuracy of picture verification are used to
indicate the participants’ semantic processing features of the sentence. Slower
response and more errors in verifying the sentence-semantic-matched picture indi-
cate harder semantic processing of the sentence (Chen et al., 2008). In the present
study, RTs and response accuracy in SPV task are assumed to be caused by perspec-
tive shift manipulation in the sentence and scene detail manipulation in the picture.
The relationships among these variables will be hypothesized in detail later. We will
compare the participants’ RTs and response accuracy between shifted versus con-
sistent narrative perspective conditions and rich versus limited picture detail condi-
tions, in order to examine the influence of perspective shift and scene detail on
sentence semantic processing.
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2.2. Eye-tracking measures of sentence reading and picture viewing

The current study combines eye-tracking measures with SPV task to examine the
semantic processing features of text with and without perspective shift. Eye-tracking
is effective for online probing of readers’ cognitive processing on the text (Reichle
et al., 1998). This is because the cognitive processing of text is a time-sensitive process,
and thus the increased cognitive processing should be detectable in fixation durations
(in milliseconds) to the text elements that are thought to elicit the corresponding
cognitive processes (Mak, 2022). In general, natural reading is fast, with a mean
fixation duration of around 200–275 ms (Rayner, 1998). Due to its high temporal
sensitivity, eye-tracking measures can be used to analyze the time course of text
semantic processing within a few seconds of sentence reading (Barach et al., 2021).
During natural reading, eye fixations on an individual word or phrase that depicts a
single object reflect the mental simulation features during semantic processing of the
object (Mak, 2022; Mak &Willems, 2021), and eye fixations on sentences reflect the
semantic processing features of the sentences (Barach et al., 2021). Based on this, we
examined the effect of perspective shift on text semantic processing by comparing
eye-movement features on the text elements such as verb phrase and direct speech,
which will be used to manipulate inter-role perspective shift and internal–external
perspective shift separately in this study.

Additionally, the current study will record the participants’ eye movement behav-
iors when they are viewing pictures in the SPV task. This method has been used in a
few studies on text-picture semantics integration using SPV tasks (Carpenter & Just,
1972; Chen et al., 2008; Takacs & Bus, 2018). For example, Carpenter and Just (1972)
have long demonstrated that in the SPV task, the participants’ eye movement
patterns when scanning a picture were determined by the semantic representation
of the sentence preceding the picture. Takacs and Bus (2018) found that the
participants view the elements in the picture that are congruent with the semantics
of narrations in the same order as they appeared in the narrations. Since the
participants need to make a judge on the basis of the semantic match between the
sentence and the picture, the participants’ eye movement pattern on viewing pictures
should reflect the semantic validation process of the semantic information they
obtained from the previous sentence. Based on this premise, how the participants
processed the pictures which were highly semantic-related to the immediately
previous presented sentences would reflect how the semantic processing of the
sentences was conducted. In this light, the eye-movement recordings on the picture
in SPV task are effective to assess the semantic representation process during
narrative sentence reading.

Therefore, we can infer whether and how perspective shift information influence
the participants’ sentence semantic processing, as well as whether the participants
construct scene details in their situation model, by analyzing the participants’ eye-
movement data during picture viewing. Specifically, if the participants encode shifted
perspective differently from consistent perspective during sentence reading, their
eye-movement patterns in viewing the picture under shifted perspective condition
should be significantly different from the picture under consistent perspective
condition. Similarly, if the participants incorporate scene details into situationmodel
construction during sentence reading, they will fixate on picture details more often so
as to verify the detail semantics they obtained from sentence reading. Therefore, the
participants’ eye-movement recordings on pictures with rich details should be
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different from those with limited details. The specific eye-movement differences
between different perspective or detail conditions will be proposed separately in the
next section.

3. Hypotheses and analysis plan
Next, we will briefly summarize the main propositions from the literature review and
propose the research hypotheses accordingly. The analysis plan for testing the
hypotheses will also be made below.

We first consider the hypotheses regarding the effect of perspective shift. Inter-
role perspective shift and internal–external perspective shift are both considered in
this study because it is not clear whether these two types of perspective shift are also
cognitively demanding under Chinese semantic processing. Since the encoding of
shifted perspective ismore cognitively demanding than that of consistent perspective,
readers in shifted perspective condition would consume more cognitive resources in
matching the shifted-perspective sentence and its semantically consistent pictures.
Given the limited cognitive resources of readers, they should perform worse on the
shifted than consistent perspective condition in the SPV task. Therefore, we propose
a hypothesis regarding the behavioral indicators of perspective shift effect: the
participants should response slower (i.e., longer RTs) and make more errors
(i.e., lower accuracy) to the pictures under the shifted perspective condition than
that under the consistent perspective condition (Hypothesis 1). We will test this
hypothesis by comparing the participants’ RTs and response accuracy to the pictures
under the two perspective conditions, respectively.

Following the reasoning above, it is reasonable to infer that readers will spend
more attention to understand the text that indicates a shifted perspective. Therefore,
we propose two hypotheses regarding the eye-movement indicators of perspective
shift effect during sentence reading: (1) Hypothesis 2-1: the participants would fixate
longer on the phrases in the second sentence of a paragraph that indicates an inter-
role perspective shift than a consistent perspective; (2) Hypothesis 2-2: the partici-
pants would fixate longer or more often on the third sentence of a paragraph that
contains an internal–external perspective shift than a consistent perspective. We will
test these hypotheses by comparing the eye fixation metrics on the text areas that
depict a shifted and consistent perspective.

Additionally, since perspective shift could break the coherence of the constructed
situation model, which brings difficulties for readers to integrate the new perspective
information with the situation model constructed from the original perspective
(Black et al., 1979; Jin & Liu, 2023; Millis, 1995). In other words, due to the shift in
perspective, readers will confront a new narrative scene in which they are unfamiliar
with the relations among the various elements in the scene. In this situation, the
participants should have equal attentional priorities to each key element rather than
giving attentional priority to specific elements, so as to effectively capture the
relations among the elements. This is the prerequisite for obtaining the semantics
of the new scene. As a result, the participants could effectively incorporate the
extracted semantics of the new scene into the existing situation model. Based on
these inferences, we speculate that the participants should have no attentional
priorities on the various key elements of the pictures under shifted perspective
condition; while under consistent perspective condition, the participants should give
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attentional priority to specific components in the picture. Therefore, we propose a
hypothesis about the eye-movement indicators of perspective shift effect during
picture viewing: the participants will more evenly prioritize their first fixation on
various elements in the pictures following the shifted perspective sentences, com-
paredwith that following the consistent perspective sentences (Hypothesis 3).Wewill
test this hypothesis by comparing the first fixation time on the pictures following the
sentences with or without perspective shift.

Finally, the hypotheses regarding scene detail effect are considered. Since the first
sentence of the text provides the semantic foundation for the comprehension of the
subsequent sentences (Gernsbacher, 1997; McNamara & Magliano, 2009), the first
sentence is therefore critical to the coherence of situation model. In addition, readers
have relatively rich cognitive resources at the start of text reading. Considering these
two premises, the scene details depicted in the first sentence of a paragraph should be
mentally represented. This possibility would present in the SPV task following the
first sentence because a semantics match effect will occur if the picture semantics
match the sentence semantics. If the detailed information is incorporated into
sentence semantic processing, the participants should have a better performance to
the pictures with rich details. Therefore, we propose a hypothesis about the behav-
ioral indicators of detail effect during first sentence reading: in the SPV task following
the first sentence of a paragraph, the participants should respond faster (i.e., shorter
RTs) and make fewer errors (i.e., higher accuracy) to the pictures with rich details,
compared with the pictures with limited details (Hypothesis 4-1). Moreover, consider
that readers’ eye fixation patterns on pictures are determined by the textual semantics
they obtained during sentence reading in a SPV task (Carpenter & Just, 1972; Takacs
& Bus, 2018). Therefore, if the participants mentally represent detail semantics
during sentence reading, they should tend to fixate on the background area contain-
ing scene details in order to verify the detail semantics they obtained from sentence
reading. A picture complexity issue should be noticed here since pictures should be
more complex when it contains rich details, and this may confound the detail effect
on eye fixation patterns. Fortunately, previous studies have found that in text-picture
semantic verification tasks, participants were able to make a selective search of the
picture to identify the referents and their relationships (Underwood et al., 2004), and
they tend to focus their attention more on the elements they mentally represented or
mentioned in the text than those not mentioned in the text (Glaser & Schwan, 2015).
Considering these findings, although rich details increase the complexity of pictures,
the participants mainly rely on existing semantic cues extracted from previous
sentences to selectively process pictures. Therefore, picture complexity should not
attract the participants’ attention in our SPV task and therefore do not interfere with
the effect of picture details. Based on these references, we propose the hypothesis
about the eye-movement indicators of the detail effect during picture viewing
following the first sentence: the participants fixated longer or more often on the
detail area (i.e., background) of the pictures with rich details, compared to the
pictures with limited details (Hypothesis 4-2). Once the perspective shift information
is presented in the second sentence of a paragraph, this new gist information should
occupy more attentional resources, and thus detailed information in the second
sentence may not be considered in semantic processing. Therefore, all the behavioral
and eye-movement effects speculated inHypotheses 4-1 and 4-2 should disappear. In
this light, we propose a general final hypothesis about the eye-movement indicators
of the detail effect during the picture viewing following the second sentence of a
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paragraph: there are no differences in behavioral response (RTs and response
accuracy) nor eye fixation measures on the pictures with rich and limited details in
the SPV task following the second sentence of a paragraph (Hypothesis 5). These three
hypotheses regarding the detail issue will be tested by comparing the participants’
behavioral and fixation-based measures on pictures with rich and limited details,
respectively.

4. Methods
4.1. Participants

A priori power analysis was performed using G*Power 3.1.9 (Faul et al., 2007) and
indicated that 40 participants were needed to provide an adequate power
(1 � β = 0.95) to detect an intermediate effect size (Cohen’s f = 0.30) at a 0.05
significance level (α). As a result, a total of 52 undergraduate students (10 men) aged
19–26 years (M = 21.4 years, SD = 1.80 years) were randomly recruited from a local
university in Wuhan. More participants than the theoretical sample size were
recruited because there may be potentially invalid participants and we need to ensure
that the valid participants reach the theoretical sample size after the invalid partici-
pants are removed. All the participants were native Chinese speakers with normal or
corrected-to-normal vision. None of themmajored in Chinese language or literature.
All the participants voluntarily participated in this experiment, signed informed
consent before the experiment, and received cash after the experiment as compen-
sation for the time spent in this study. The experiment was reviewed and approved in
advance by the research ethics committee of the university with which the authors are
affiliated.

4.2. Design

To detect the dynamic features of the influence of perspective shift and scene detail on
narrative semantic processing, we used relatively long reading materials-paragraphs
consist of three consecutive narrative sentences. The SPV tasks were arranged after
the end of the first and the second sentence in each paragraph. Three independent
variables were manipulated in these text materials and tasks, they are inter-role
perspective shift (shifted vs. consistent), internal–external perspective shift (shifted
vs. consistent) and picture detail (rich vs. limited). The Internal–external perspective
shift is considered because it is not clear whether internal–external perspective shift is
also cognitively demanding under Chinese semantic processing. The two types of
perspective shift were manipulated as within-subject factors, with inter-role perspec-
tive shift manipulated in the second sentence and internal–external perspective shift
manipulated in the third sentence in each paragraph. Picture detail was manipulated
as a between-subject factor in the SPV tasks following the first and the second
sentences in each paragraph. In other words, each participant received one of the
two picture detail conditions (rich or limited detail) and all the four perspective shift
conditions. We did not intend to compare the eye-tracking effect of the two types of
perspective shift since they were manipulated in different ways, with inter-role
perspective shift manipulated by action verbs and internal–external perspective shift
manipulated by direct speech (Black et al., 1979; Millis, 1995). Considering this and
the natural characteristics of the paragraphs we used as reading materials, we will
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arrange for the two types of perspective shift to occur sequentially in the same trials,
and correspondingly the two types of consistent perspective to occur in the other
same trials. That is, for a given trial, it either includes both types of perspective shift or
always maintains consistent perspectives. The specific settings of the two types of
perspective shift will be introduced in detail in Section 4.4. The dependent variables
were the participants’ RTs and response accuracy in the SPV tasks and the eye
movement patterns in the sentences and pictures.

4.3. Overview of eye-tracking measures

Based on previous studies (Barach et al., 2021; Massaro et al., 2012;Wang et al., 2015;
Yan et al., 2013), the three eye-movement indicators selected for the area of interest
(AOI) in the text reading were: (1) the gaze duration (i.e., the sum of all consecutive
first-pass fixation durations on an AOI prior to moving onto a different AOI), which
would reflect the early stage of text processing; (2) the total fixation duration (i.e., the
sum of all the fixation durations on an AOI, including regressions back to the AOI),
which is sensitive to slow and long-time cognitive processing and would reflect the
late stage of text processing and (3) the total fixation count (i.e., the sum of the
number of all the fixations on an AOI, including regression back to the AOI), which
would effectively reflect the cognitive load in text processing and would be used for
the analyses of certain sentences in the paragraphs. Additionally, the four eye-
movement indicators selected for AOIs in picture viewingwere: (1) the gaze duration;
(2) the total fixation duration; (3) the total fixation count and (4) the first fixation time
(i.e., the time from the beginning of image onset to the location of the first fixation in
each AOI for the image), which would reflect how quickly an AOI is fixated (Huang
et al., 2019; Neta et al., 2017) and is used as a measure of attentional priority
(Thompson et al., 2019) of the participants. The shorter the first fixation time of
an AOI, the stronger attentional priority of the AOI.

4.4. Materials

4.4.1. Paragraphs
The text materials we used in the current study are short paragraphs composed of
three consecutive narrative sentences. We used longer text materials than those in
previous studies because we intend to compare the changes of semantic processing
and situation model construction before and after the perspective shift occurred in
the second sentence of a paragraph.We prepared 45 sets of paragraphs and each set of
paragraphs consists of two paragraphs, with one included shifted perspective infor-
mation and the other kept original perspective consistent. Each paragraph consists of
three sentences which described daily interactions between a man and a woman. We
used a verb phrase pair ‘go into’ versus ‘come into’ to manipulate inter-role narrative
perspective in the second sentence of each paragraph, with ‘go into’ induces a shifted
perspective and ‘come into’ induces a consistent perspective (Black et al., 1979).
Additionally, we also manipulated internal–external perspective shifts in the third
sentence of each paragraph by using a direct or indirect speech, with direct speech
induces a shifted perspective and indirect speech induces a consistent perspective
(Millis, 1995). In summary, the shifted perspective paragraphs include both an inter-
role perspective shift and an internal–external perspective shift, and the consistent
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perspective paragraphs keep the inter-role perspective and internal–external per-
spective consistent throughout the paragraph. All the paragraphs under the two
perspective conditions were controlled in similar lengths. The following is a set of
sample paragraphs. In each example, a capital letter was used to mark the end of each
sentence in the paragraph, and the asterisks were used to mark the positions where
the pictures would occur. The manipulation of narrative perspective was underlined
in the example.

Shifted perspective paragraph:

Xiao Fang was cooking in the kitchen (A)* when her husband Li Qiang went
into the kitchen with a bunch of bananas (B)* and said, ‘I want to make some
banana milkshakes’. (C)
Consistent perspective paragraph:

Xiao Fang was cooking in the kitchen (A)* when her husband Li Qiang came
into the kitchen with a bunch of bananas (B)* and said he wanted tomake some
banana milkshakes. (C)

4.4.2. Pictures
Six black and white sketch target pictures were prepared for each set of paragraphs.
Two of the pictures (i.e., Picture A, see Figure 1), either rich or limited in details,
matched the semantic content of the first sentence (i.e., Sentence A) in each
paragraph. The other four pictures (i.e., Picture B, see Figure 2)matched the semantic
content of the second sentence (i.e., Sentence B) in each paragraph, corresponding to
the four combinations of rich/limited details of shifted/consistent perspective con-
ditions. The target picture stimuli always demonstrated what the sentences described,
with rich/limited details. The correct responses to the target pictures should always be
positive. If the participants correctly obtained the semantics of a sentence, they
should make a positive response to the target picture following this sentence. The
distribution of the six target pictures in each paragraph under different experimental
conditions is shown in Table 1.

Figure 1 demonstrates how the rich/limited detailed pictures corresponding to
sentence A (‘Xiao Fang was cooking in the kitchen’) were prepared and manipulated.
Pictures with limited details depict only the person and the space mentioned by the
sentence (e.g., Xiao Fang and the kitchen, see Figure 1b). However, pictures with rich
details depict not only the person and the space mentioned in the sentence, but also

Figure 1. Picture A with rich (a) and limited (b) details.
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the spatial details (e.g., lights, dishes and faucets in the kitchen, see Figure 1a) not
explicitly mentioned in the sentence.

Figure 2 shows how a target picture demonstrated what a sentence B described
from a consistent perspective (a and c, in rich and limited details respectively) and
from a shifted perspective (b and d, in rich and limited details respectively), with the
consistent perspective sentence as ‘when her husband Li Qiang came into the kitchen
with a bunch of bananas’ and the shifted perspective sentence as ‘when her husband Li
Qiang went into the kitchen with a bunch of bananas’.

In order to counterbalance the participants’ positive responses to the target
pictures, an additional 20 pictures that did not match the semantic context of the
sentences were prepared as fillers in the experiment, with 10 fillers for Picture A and
10 others for Picture B. The correct responses to the filler pictures should always be
negative. All the fillers were prepared in the same way as the target pictures in aspects

Figure 2. Picture B with rich or limited details demonstrated the contents of Sentence B under the
consistent (a and c) and the shifted (b and d) perspective conditions.

Table 1. The six target pictures in each paragraph under different experimental conditions

Paragraph components Narrative perspective Picture Picture details

Sentence A / Picture A (a) Rich
Sentence B Consistent Picture B (a)

Shifted (inter-role) Picture B (b)
Sentence C Consistent /

Shifted (internal–external)
Sentence A / Picture A (b) Limited
Sentence B Consistent Picture B (c)

Shifted (inter-role) Picture B (d)
Sentence C Consistent /

Shifted (internal–external)

Note: ‘/’means that there is no variablemanipulation or picturematerials under the corresponding condition. ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’ and
‘d’ in parentheses refer to the picture example in Figure 1 or Figure 2.
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of detail richness. However, the most distinct feature between the fillers and the
targets is that the fillers do not depict the semantic context of the sentence. Specif-
ically, fillers of Picture A (Figure 3a) do not depict the action and the location of the
person described in Sentence A; fillers of Picture B (Figure 3b) do not depict the
location and the inter-role perspective information between the two persons
described in Sentence B.

All the pictures were 2400 × 1350 px-sized with a horizontal and vertical
resolution of 300 dpi. The elements in the pictures were collected, edited and
synthesized from the Internet by one of the authors using an open-source image
editor GIMP2.10.14 (https://www.gimp.org/).

4.4.3. The assessment of the paragraphs and the pictures
Thirty-one undergraduates were recruited online to assess the paragraphs and the
pictures. Previous studies suggest that comprehensibility, emotional valence and
semantic plausibility of the text should influence reading comprehension
(Ballenghein et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2022). Therefore, these factors were evaluated
and matched for the paragraphs to avoid them potentially confounding the results:
(1) the comprehensibility (1 = very hard to 5 = very easy); (2) the semantic
appropriateness (1 = inappropriate to 5 = appropriate) and (3) the emotional valence
(1 = negative to 5 = positive). For the assessment of the pictures, the participants were
asked to evaluate how suitable the pictures demonstrate the contents of the sentences
(1 = not suitable to 5 = suitable) and towhat extent the picture is rich of details that are
not explicitly mentioned in the sentences (1 = limited to 5 = rich). In the material
assessment, each participant received both shifted and consistent perspective sen-
tences, and half of the participants (16) received rich detail pictures and the other half
(15) received limited detail pictures. As a result, 40 sets of the paragraphs were found
to be qualified for the experiment, and there were no significant differences between
the two perspective versions of the paragraphs in the above-mentioned dimensions
or in the length (ps ≥ 0.187). All the paragraphs have an approach-to-neutral
emotion. The results of the picture details assessment indicated that for all the three
pairs of the pictures in each paragraph, the participants rated the pictures with rich
details as richer in details than their counterparts with limited details (ps ≤ 0.015).
Those few pictures with problematic feedback from the participants were slightly
modified to meet the requirement. To summarize, the materials used for the
experiment included 40 sets of paragraphs, 240 pictures matched to the paragraphs
and 20 filler pictures.

Figure 3. Fillers of Picture A (a) and Picture B (b).
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4.5. Apparatus and stimuli formats

An EyeLink 1000 eye-tracker (SR Research, Canada) in a desktop mount configur-
ation with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz was used to record the participants’monocular
(right) eye movements. The stimuli were presented on a 19 inches Lenovo LCD
computer screen with a 1280 × 1080 resolution and a 60 Hz refresh rate. The
participants placed their head on a chin and forehead rest at approximately 72 cm
in distance from the computer screen. The texts were displayed in 25-point black bold
KaiTi font at the center of the screen on a white background, with each character
forming a viewing angle of about 0.70°. The pictures were presented at the center of
the white background of the screen with a scaled size of 720 × 405 px.

4.6. Procedure

The experiment was conducted in a quiet laboratory with a low-light condition. After
the participants were seated, the chin and forehead rest were slightly adjusted to a
suitable height for the participants to ensure a comfort and optimal reading posture.
The participants were advised to read the texts on the screen in a natural way. After a
short practice in a separate program, the participants began the formal experiment. A
9-point calibration and validation procedure was performed before the experiment to
ensure the accuracy of the tracking. In each trial, a 60 px red fixation cross was first
presented at the center of the screen for 500 ms. After the fixation cross disappeared,
Sentence A, Picture A, Sentence B, Picture B and Sentence C were presented one by
one. The presentation time for Sentences A, B and C was 4, 4.2 and 4.5, respectively.
Pictures A and B were both presented for 5 s. The presentation time of the sentences
was determined in advance based on a pre-test so that the participants could
complete the sentence reading within the time limit. When a picture was presented,
the participants were required to judge whether the picture matched the semantic
context of the sentence they just read as quickly and accurately as possible, by
pressing ‘F’ or ‘J’ on the keyboard. The picture disappeared immediately after the
participants pressed the button. After all the sentences and the pictures of a paragraph
had been presented, a single-item, close-ended comprehension check of the para-
graph content was presented (e.g., ‘Li Qiang wanted to make some apple salad’) and
the participants were asked to judge whether the statement was correct or not by
clicking a ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ button below the statement on the screen. Throughout a trial,
the interval before a sentence was presented was 300 ms, and there was no interval
between a sentence and its following picture. The inter-trial interval was 1000 ms.
The buttons for the two judgments were counter-balanced across the participants.
After the experiment, the participants’ demographic information (such as gender and
age) was collected. The schematic diagram for the procedure of a trial is shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. The procedure of a single trial.
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5. Results
We used the ‘lme4’ package (Bates et al., 2015) within the R studio environment
(R version 4.2.0) to analyze the data with linear mixed-effects models (LMMs). The
response accuracy data were analyzed with the logistic generalized linear mixed
models (GLMMs). For each model, perspective shift or picture detail (or both) was
entered as a fixed effect, and subjects and items were treated as random effects. If an
initial full model failed to converge then the random structure was systematically
trimmed until the model converges. Results from the best-fitting model justified by
the data were reported. We report regression coefficients (b), standard errors (SE),
and t values (for liner mixed models) or z values (for logistic mixed models) for the
best-fitting model. P values for the coefficient significance tests were estimated using
the ‘lmerTest’ package (Kuznetsova et al., 2017).

5.1. Descriptions of the performance of reading comprehension and picture
verification

On average, the accuracy of the comprehension questions was about 97% (90–100%),
suggesting that all the participants read the paragraphs carefully and understood the
meaning of the paragraphs correctly. On average, 98% (90–100%) of the responses to
Picture A and 97% (87–100%) to Picture B were correct, suggesting that the
participants could efficiently judge the semantic match between sentences and
pictures.

5.2. Data preprocessing before analyses

Three types of data are included in this study, they are RTs and response accuracy in
the SPV task, and the eye movement measures of sentence reading and picture
viewing. Before analyzing any type of data, the trials that contain incorrect responses
to the comprehension questions were excluded. For RTs analyses, we further
excluded the incorrect responses to picture verification. In addition, the outliers of
the RTs smaller than 1.5 times the interquartile of the first quartile (Q1–1.5IQR) or
larger than 1.5 times the interquartile of the third quartile (Q3 + 1.5IQR) of boxplot
distribution (Schwertman et al., 2004) were replaced by the mean RT. As a result, the
outliers of 5.6% of the total responses to Picture A and 5.1% of the total responses to
Picture B were replaced by the means. For eye movement data analyses, we first
manually aligned the fixations systematically deviated from the AOI due to fixation
drifts via the Data Viewer software. The incorrect responses to picture verification
were further excluded from the analyses. Additionally, fixations shorter than 80ms or
more extreme than three standard deviations from the population mean of each
fixation indicator on the pictures (≤8.0% of trials) or the phrases (≤12.2% of trials)
were removed from fixation-based analyses (Barach et al., 2021). Sentences which
received less than three fixations were deleted (2.6% of trials) from sentence eye-
movement analyses (Yan et al., 2021).

5.3. Effects of perspective shift

We first examined whether the participants respond slower or make more errors to
pictures under shifted than consistent perspective condition (Hypothesis 1).
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Response accuracy to Picture B was first analyzed to test this hypothesis. Logistic
LMMs with perspective shift, picture detail, and their interaction as fixed effect were
built and the results found no main effect for perspective shift (b = 0.35, SE = 0.32,
z = 1.09, p = 0.277), nor the interaction (b = �0.67, SE = 0.64, z = �1.05, p = 0.294).
RTs to Picture B were then analyzed with LMMs in a similar manner. The results
(Figure 5) showed no main effect for perspective shift (b = �9.21, SE = 42.10,
t = �0.22, p = 0.828), nor the interaction (b = 28.42, SE = 50.89, t = 0.56,
p = 0.577). These results did not support Hypothesis 1.

Next, we examined whether the participants fixate longer on the verb phrases in
Sentence B that indicate an inter-role perspective shift (i.e., ‘went into’) than that
indicate a consistent perspective (i.e., ‘came into’) (Hypothesis 2-1). LMMswith fixed
factors for perspective shift were built to test this hypothesis. Picture A’s detail was
considered as a covariate because the participants have already viewed Picture A
before they read Sentence B, and thus any effects thatmight be found after reading the
verb phrases may be due to the influences from the previous detail manipulation of
Picture A. The results did not show the main effects of perspective shift on gaze
duration (b = 21.50, SE = 26.73, t = 0.80, p = 0.421) and total fixation duration
(b = 3.21, SE = 24.07, t = 0.13, p = 0.894). These results did not support Hypothesis
2-1.

Then, we examined whether the participants fixated longer or more often on
Sentence C that contains an internal–external perspective shift than a consistent
perspective (Hypothesis 2-2). LMMs with fixed factors for perspective shift and
covariate for picture detail were built to test this hypothesis. The results (Figure 6)
found that the participants fixated more often (i.e., more fixation count) on Sentence
C with internal–external perspective shift than that with consistent perspective
(b = 0.48, SE = 0.12, t = 3.87, p < 0.001). No significant differences of gaze duration
(b = 57.73, SE = 42.40, t = 1.36, p = 0.173) nor total fixation duration (b = 10.44,
SE = 24.64, t = 0.42, p = 0.672) on Sentence C was found between the two perspective
conditions. These results partially supported Hypothesis 2-2.

Finally, we examined whether the participants more evenly prioritize their first
fixation to different elements when viewing Picture B with inter-role perspective
shift, compared with that of consistent perspective (Hypothesis 3). Three AOIs were
selected in Picture B: person 1, person 2 and the background. Person 1 was the person

Figure 5. RTs to Picture B under different experimental conditions.
Note: The error bar represents 95% CI of the standard error (SE) of the mean.
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who looked closer and larger in the picture and shared the same perspective with the
participants (such as Xiao Fang in Figure 2a and Li Qiang in Figure 2b). Person 2 was
the other person who looked farther away and smaller and interacted with person
1 (such as Li Qiang in Figure 2a and Xiao Fang in Figure 2b). LMMs with fixed effects
for perspective shift, picture detail and AOIs were built to test this hypothesis. The
results (Figure 7) showed that regardless of picture details, the participants evenly
prioritized their first fixation to person1, person2 and the background in Picture B
under shifted perspective condition (ΔMs = 6.49 ~ 26.21, ps = 1.000). However, under
consistent perspective condition, the participants preferentially allocated their first
fixation to person 1, and then to person 2 and the background (ΔMperson1–per-

son2 = �239.76, SE = 21.20, t = �11.31, p < 0.001; ΔMperson1–background = �298.398,
SE = 26.13, t = �11.42, p < 0.001). No difference of first fixation prioritization was
found between person 2 and the background (ΔMperson2-background = �58.63,
SE = 25.83, t = �2.27, p = 0.349).

In addition, the results (Figure 8) showed that (regardless of picture details) the
participants fixated longer on person 1 under shifted than consistent perspective

Figure 6. Total fixation count on Sentence C under the two perspective conditions.
Note: The error bar represents 95% CI of the standard error (SE) of the mean. *** p < .001

Figure 7. First fixation time on AOIs of Picture B. *** p < .001
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condition (gaze duration: ΔMperson1|consistent-shifted = 30.17, SE = 9.24, t = 3.26,
p = 0.017; total fixation duration: ΔMperson1|consistent-shifted = 54.78, SE = 12.11,
t = 4.52, p < 0.001); on the contrary, the participants gazed shorter on person
2 (ΔMperson2|consistent-shifted = �50.65, SE = 8.99, t = �5.64, p < 0.001) under shifted
than consistent perspective condition. Moreover, the participants fixated longer on
person 1 than background under shifted perspective condition (gaze duration:
ΔMperson1-background|shifted = 38.45, SE = 14.11, t = 2.72, p = 0.007; total fixation
duration: ΔMperson1-background|shifted = 83.20, SE = 18.11, t = 4.59, p < 0.001), while
there are no significant difference of fixation duration between person 1 and back-
ground under consistent perspective condition (gaze duration: ΔMperson1-background|

consistent =�2.92, SE = 13.81, t =�0.21, p = 0.832; total fixation duration: ΔMperson1-

background|consistent = 20.70, SE= 17.86, t= 1.16, p= 0.246). Both gaze duration and total
fixation duration on the background of Picture B did not differ between the two
perspective conditions (ps ≥ 0.891). These results were not speculated in the hypoth-
eses but were explainable with the perspective shift manipulation and will be
discussed later.

5.4. Effects of picture detail

We first examined whether the participants response faster and made fewer errors to
the pictures with rich details than that with limited details in the SPV task following
Sentence A (Hypothesis 4-1). Response accuracy to Picture A was analyzed with
logistic LMMs and no main effect of picture detail was found (b = 0.41, SE = 1.83,
z = 0.22, p = 0.825). RTs to Picture A was analyzed with LMMs and the result showed
that the participants responded 107.8 ms faster to Picture A with rich than limited
details, but this did not reach a significant level (b = �107.8, SE = 58.73, t = �1.84,
p = 0.072).

Next, we examined whether the participants fixated longer or more often on the
detail area (i.e., background) of Picture Awith rich details than that with limited details
(Hypothesis 4-2). The person and the background in Picture Awere selected as the two
AOIs. LMMs with fixed effects for picture detail and AOIs were built to test this
hypothesis. The results found no significant differences of fixation duration or fixation
count measures on the background of Picture A with rich versus limited details (gaze
duration: ΔMbackground|rich-limited = 3.18, SE = 17.31, t = 0.18, p = 1.000; total fixation

Figure 8. Gaze duration (a) and total fixation duration (b) on AOIs of Picture B.
Note: The error bar represents 95% CI of the standard error (SE) of the mean. * p < .05, *** p < .001
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duration: ΔMbackground|rich-limited = �12.75, SE = 28.19, t = �0.45, p = 1.000; total
fixation count: ΔMbackground|rich-limited = 0.03, SE = 0.13, t = 0.26, p = 1.000).

Finally, we examined whether there are no any differences of behavioral response
nor fixation measures on the Picture B with rich and limited details in the SPV task
following Sentence B (Hypothesis 5). Response accuracy to Picture B was already
analyzed in the perspective shift effect analyses with logistic LMMs and no main
effect of picture detail was found (b = 0.23, SE = 0.34, z = 0.69, p = 0.493). RTs to
Picture B was also analyzed in the perspective shift effect analyses with LMMs (see
Figure 5) and no main effect of picture detail was found (b = �24.63, SE = 95.48,
t = �0.26, p = 0.798). Additionally, the eye-movement data to Picture B was also
analyzed in the analyses of perspective shift effect (see Figure 8) and the results did
not show any main effects of picture detail on gaze duration (b = 14.62, SE = 13.54,
t = 1.08, p = 0.286), total fixation duration (b = 14.15, SE = 20.78, t = 0.68, p = 0.499),
and total fixation count (b = 0.03, SE = 0.08, t = 0.31, p = 0.755). These results
supported Hypothesis 5.

5.5. Other effects in the eye-movement analyses

Some other significant results regarding the semantic processing of Sentence A, Picture
A and Picture B beyond the hypotheses of perspective shift and picture detail were
found. Specifically, we found that the participants fixated longer or more often on the
person than on the background in the pictures (ps ≤ 0.025); the participants gazed
longer on person-relatedwords (i.e., proper name and action verb) than locationwords
(ps ≤ 0.018), while the total fixation duration on location words was longer to person-
related words (ps < 0.001). Additionally, we found that the participants fixated longer
on person 2 than person 1 (ps < 0.001) and background (ps < 0.001) when processing
Picture B, regardless of perspective shift or picture detail. Please see https://osf.io/
rfn95/?view_only=0fecd031c4ef48cc9a411e1f91f584c9 for the detailed results and
their discussion.

6. Discussion
The present study explored whether and how perspective shift and scene detail may
influence readers’ narrative semantic processing during natural reading. The eye-
movement results found that compared with consistent perspective condition, the
participants under inter-role shifted perspective condition allocated their first fix-
ations more evenly to different elements in Picture B (Hypothesis 3, see Figure 7).
Additionally, the internal–external perspective shift in Sentence C increased the
participants’ fixation count on the sentence (Hypothesis 2-2, see Figure 6). However,
the behavioral results did not show any effects of perspective shift. Contrary to
expectations, neither the behavioral nor eye-movement results showed any signifi-
cant effects of scene detail depicted in the picture. Below we will make a further
explanation and reflection on these results.

6.1. Perspective shift and situation model’s coherence during semantic processing

How do the shifts in narrative perspective influence text semantic processing as far as
cognitive function is concerned? From the eye-movement results on Picture B, it
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seemed that the participants made this happen by first fixation priority and attention
allocation mechanism on the various elements in the new scene. Specifically, under
the shifted perspective condition, the participants tended to evenly prioritize their
first fixation to the two persons and the background depicted in Picture B when they
first saw it; while under the consistent perspective condition, the participants
prioritized their first fixation to person 1 over person 2 and the background, showing
a first fixation priority effect (Hypothesis 3, see Figure 7). This is because person
1 looks closer and appears more saliant than person 2 and background in Picture B,
and there are no significant spatial changes in the constructed situation model under
consistent perspective condition. In this situation, the participants’ first fixation
priority features on Picture B may follow a ‘physical salience’ rule, which makes they
fixated earlier on saliant person 1 and then on less saliant person 2 and the
background. On the contrary, although person 1 in Picture B is still physically saliant
under the shifted perspective condition, there are significant spatial changes brought
by inter-role perspective shift. This breaks the coherence of the participants’ situation
model construction process. In this situation, the participants need to follow a
‘situation model’s refreshing’ rule, in which they should evenly allocated their first
fixation to the different elements in the new scene depicted by Picture B, so as to
effectively recognize the relations among the elements and finally match the seman-
tics between Picture B and Sentence B.

Comparing the attentional resources distributed to the two different persons in
Picture B, the participants paid more attention to person 1 (see Figure 8a,b) and
less attention to person 2 (see Figure 8a) under the shifted perspective condition
than they did under the consistent perspective condition. This is because a shifted
perspective presents the participants with an unfamiliar person 1 (e.g., Li Qiang,
see Figure 2b) in Picture B and thus they need more attention on the processing of
person 1; while the image of person 2 (e.g., Xiao Fang, see Figure 2b) had already
been processed before and thus the participants allocate less attention on person
2. Conversely, under consistent perspective condition, the mental image of person
1 (e.g., Xiao Fang, see Figure 2a) had already been simulated in previous process-
ing and person 2 (e.g., Li Qiang, see Figure 2a) needed more attention as a new
piece of information. Moreover, we also found that the participants paid more
attention to person 1 than background under shifted perspective condition; while
no attention difference between person 1 and background under consistent
perspective condition (see Figure 8a,b). This is aligned with the above-mentioned
fact that person 1 under shifted perspective condition is new and therefore it
receives more attention than background from the participants; whereas person
1 under consistent perspective condition is old (i.e., already introduced in Sen-
tence A and Picture A) and therefore it received the same amount of attention as
the background. These results show that when readers carry out semantic pro-
cessing of a new narrative situation (such as Figure B), they will strictly rely on the
previously established situation model and try their best to reconcile the relation-
ship between the new situation and the old one, so as to construct a coherent
situation model.

To put in another way, shifts of perspective in sentences may disrupt the coher-
ence of situation model based on previous information, which caused a change of
previous cognition input pattern based on the narrative context. As a result, the
participants had to temporarily give up previous plan in semantic processing, and
established a new focus plan in this process. This may be a strategy to facilitate the
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merge of new information into the previously established situation models and to
eventually form a coherent storyline (Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998).

6.2. Perspective shift and cognitive cost during semantic processing

Another cognitive function of perspective shift is its cognitive demanding feature.
The same as previous studies (Black et al., 1979; Jin & Liu, 2023; Millis, 1995), we
found the participants showed a larger cognitive cost on reading Sentence C with
internal–external perspective shift than that with consistent perspective (see
Figure 6, Hypothesis 2-2). However, we must be cautious in interpreting this result,
as we cannot directly test whether the more fixation count on Sentence C is caused
by the internal–external perspective shift perse in Sentence C or by a prolonged
effect of the inter-role perspective shift that already happened in sentence B. A
recent study by Jin and Liu (2023) could provide an interpretation for our result.
They found that the effect of inter-role perspective shift in Chinese narrative text
disappears rather quickly and does not extend to the end of the next sentence
following the perspective shift. In this light, we are more confident that the more
fixation count is most probably caused by the inter-external perspective shift in
Sentence C. Therefore, a cognitive demanding feature of internal–external per-
spective shift was found out in Chinese narrative reading. However, the cognitive
demanding feature of inter-role perspective shift was not supported by the fixation
measures on the phrase (‘came into’ vs. ‘went into’) that manipulate inter-role
perspective in Sentence B (Hypothesis 2-1). This may be because there is only one
character difference between ‘came into’ (‘走进来’) and ‘went into’ (‘走进去’) in
Chinese, and eye-tracking measures may not be sensitive enough to effectively
detect such subtle difference in rapid reading.

How does cognitive cost relate to semantic processing and reading performance?
The present study cannot answer this question because we did not systematically
manipulate the cognitive cost of text reading, nor did we measure the participants’
reading performance (e.g., reading scores, reading engagement). Previous studies
have conducted preliminary exploration on this issue but did not reach a consensus.
Some studies found that a more disfluent text leads to a poorer attention and reading
engagement, which is detrimental to text comprehension and learning (Feng et al.,
2013; Walter et al., 2021). However, other studies have found that higher cognitive
cost is usually associated with higher attentional focus and deeper reading engage-
ment (Faber et al., 2017; Nielsen & Escalas, 2010). For example, Nielsen and Escalas
(2010) explored the impact of processing difficulties (manipulated by changing text
formatting features such as color and font size) in narrative advertisement on reading
engagement and the participants’ preference for the brand described in the adver-
tisement. They found that the participants felt more engaged when reading adver-
tisementwith processing difficulties comparedwith that was easy to process, which in
turn led to an increased liking for the brands depicted in the advertisement. Another
strand of studies supported this view by revealing that readers preferred fictional
novels with more complex linguistic features such as higher lexical richness/com-
plexity, longer words/sentences or lower readability (Ashok et al., 2013; Jin & Liu,
2022; Lin & Hsieh, 2019; Maharjan et al., 2017). Consider these positive effects of
cognitive cost, perspective shift should be conductive to reader’ semantic processing
under certain circumstances. For example, in a given length of narratives, there
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should be an optimal number of perspective shift that is most conducive to readers’
semantic processing.

6.3. Null effects of scene detail on semantic processing

The realization of the richness of the meaning of a language depends partly on the
rich details that could be extracted and mentally imagined on the basis of the literal
expression of texts (Hayakawa&Keysar, 2018; Keogh&Pearson, 2017). In this study,
we investigated whether the participants could extract and imagine the detail
information implied by the narrative sentence through the manipulation of picture
details in a SPV task. However, we did not find any significant results regarding
picture details. Behavioral and eye-movement results both did not support our
picture detail effect hypotheses (Hypothesis 4-1, 4-2 and 5). We speculate that this
may be largely caused by the properties of the textmaterials we used. All the sentences
we used describe an individual’s behavior occurred in a specific space (e.g., ‘Xiao Fang
was cooking in the kitchen’, Sentence A), and his/her interaction with another one in
the space (e.g., ‘when her husband Li Qiang came into the kitchen with a bunch of
bananas’, Sentence B). To understand these sentences, readers may only need to
construct information about the characters and the abstract space, rather than
imagining a vivid, detailed space (such as a kitchen with lights, dishes and faucets).
There are some specific situations in which space details are important. For example,
when reading a mystery novel, readers should vividly imagine the details of the scene
described in the novel. Here, the detailed elements of the scene may be crucial to
solving the suspense and helping readers understand the plot development of the
novel.

In many of our daily narrative experiences (e.g., literary reading, episodic mem-
ory), scene details may be less important than gist information such as character, time
and location in the experiences. We usually tend to encode gist information about
who, when and where at a higher cognitive level than details in the narrative context.
As a result, much of gist information in narrative experiences is firmly remembered a
long time later, but the details fade quickly (Sekeres et al., 2016). In short, we can
conclude that readers will not extract and imagine the detail information implied by
narrative text during natural reading.

Overall, this study discovered some of the fundamental cognitivemechanisms that
is involved in the effect of perspective shifts on semantic processing. That is, shifts in
perspective that are cued by very simple linguistic features could break the coherence
of readers’ situation model construction, which make readers arrange their atten-
tional priority, take a new perspective in the imagined scene, and pay different
amount of attention to the various elements of the scene during semantic processing.
This suggests that low-level linguistic factors in narratives could influence readers’
high-level semantic processing. However, scene detail could not be extracted and
imagined by readers unless it is important for the coherent situation model con-
struction that leads to a full interpretation of narrative context.

6.4. Limitations

There are certain limitations in our study. First, we introduced two types of
perspective shift and manipulated them in our text materials, but we did not
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compare their effects. This is limited by the design and the manipulation of the two
types of perspective shift in our study. We manipulated inter-role perspective shift
through the verb phrase, while we manipulated internal–external perspective shift
through the whole sentence. Moreover, an inter-role perspective shift was always
combined with an inter-external perspective shift. These flaws in experimental
manipulation and design make it impossible to directly compare the eye-
movement effects of the two types of perspective shift. Additionally, since it is
hard to arrange a SPV task following the final sentence with internal–external
perspective shift, we cannot compare the behavioral effects of the two types of the
perspective shift. Inter-role perspective shift is linked with spatial mental simula-
tion, while internal–external perspective shift is more likely linked with mental
activity simulation, they may be processed in different way. Therefore, although
previous studies found a common cognitive demanding feature of them, it is
meaningful to compare them within a more comprehensive experiment in future
studies, in which they were manipulated simultaneously and compared directly.
Second, we did not randomize the order of presentation of the two types of
perspective shift, which arises the problem that we cannot well isolate the possible
after-effect of inter-role perspective shift in Sentence B on the semantic processing
of Sentence C. We referred to Jin and Liu’s (2023) finding and believed that the
increased fixation count on Sentence C was caused by the internal–external
perspective shift in Sentence C, our experiment perse did not validate this possi-
bility. Specifically, an inter-role perspective shift is always followed by an internal–
external perspective shift, and no other perspective shift combinations or presen-
tation orders in our text materials. This made us unable to exclude the effect of
inter-role perspective shift on the following Sentence C. Third, the present study
explored the basic cognitive processes during semantic processing of the sentences
with perspective shift, but we did not investigate the after-effects of the influence of
perspective shift on semantic processing. Therefore, we cannot answer whether
perspective shift benefits semantic processing or not. Future research may exam-
ine the circumstances under which perspective shift can promote readers’ seman-
tic processing, and the circumstances under which it is detrimental to semantic
processing. Finally, we conducted our study in Chinese language and to our
knowledge, little studies explored the relationship between linguistic features
and semantic processing with the use of SPV task and eye-tracking measures
simultaneously. This brings a question of the generalization of our results to
alphabetic languages such as English. However, we found a cognitive demanding
feature of internal–external perspective shift as those found in English studies
(Millis, 1995). As far as we know, although Chinese and alphabetic language (e.g.,
English) are two sharply different writing systems, previous studies found more
similar rather than different eye-movement patterns between them in adult
readers (Feng et al., 2009; Rayner et al., 2007; Sun et al., 1985; Sun & Feng,
1999). Moreover, some studies found that Chinese and English reading both
follow a serial processing pattern, that is, readers’ attention allocated to only
one word at any time during reading (i.e., E–Z reader model) (Liu & Reichle,
2018; Rayner et al., 2007). These general results on Chinese and English reading
behavior do not directly answer the similarities or differences of semantic pro-
cessing between Chinese and English. But what they suggest to us is that there is
certain possibility that our results can be generalized to English context. This
possibility will be tested in future cross-culture studies.
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7. Conclusions
To conclude, we found that: (1) inter-role perspective shift disrupts the coherence of
the constructed situation model; (2) the encoding of internal–external perspective
shift is cognitively demanding and (3) readers did not extract and imagine the details
of the scene during narrative semantic processing.
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